
Sandbox Coloring

**About Sandbox Coloring**

With Sandbox Coloring, users can paint a variety of coloring pages that follow the "color by

numbers" principle.

In the app Sandbox Coloring many great motifs await you, which should become colorful with your

help. All coloring pages in the app follow the "color by numbers" principle: the image consists of

numbered fields. Each number indicates in which color the field should be colored. The individual

colors are usually displayed in a legend at the bottom of the screen. If you've filled all fields of the

image with color, you can save the finished image on your device or share it on social networks

like Instagram.

**Sandbox Coloring - Features:** 

- Color by numbers: The app Sandbox Coloring provides many great coloring pages, which are

waiting to be painted by you. Each coloring page consists of many numbered fields. Each number

represents a different color. At the bottom of the screen is a legend, on which can be seen, which

number stands for which color. Color all fields with the corresponding colors and create your own

little work of art.

- Save on your device: You can then save your painted picture on your device, allowing you to look

at your picture at any time or send it to relatives or friends by email.

- Share your picture: You also have the possibility to share your little artwork on popular social

networks like Instagram. Show your friends and followers what beautiful creations you just made.

- Unlimited access: If you want to have full access to all sandbox content, you'll need to sign up for

a subscription. For a weekly, monthly or yearly amount, you can always access all of the app's

coloring pages.

Conclusion: Sandbox Coloring offers you many great coloring pages. The well-known "color by

numbers" principle does not only improve your fine motor skills but also helps children to

recognize numbers.


